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Low-carbon process for resource utilization of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in zeolite-
catalyzed processes, geared to carbon neutrality-a prominent trend throughout human activities, has
been bottlenecked by the lack of a complete mechanistic understanding of coking and decoking chem-
istry, involving the speciation and molecular evolution of PAHs, the plethora of which causes catalyst
deactivation and forces regeneration, rendering significant CO2 emission. Herein, by exploiting the
high-resolution matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization Fourier-transform ion cyclotron resonance
mass spectrometry (MALDI FT-ICR MS), we unveil the missing fingerprints of the mechanistic pathways
for both formation and decomposition of cross-linked cage-passing PAHs for SAPO-34-catalyzed, indus-
trially relevant methanol-to-olefins (MTO) as a model reaction. Notable is the molecule-resolved sym-
metrical signature: their speciation originates exclusively from the direct coupling of in-cage
hydrocarbon pool (HCP) species, whereas water-promoted decomposition of cage-passing PAHs initiates
with selective cracking of inter-cage local structures at 8-rings followed by deep aromatic steam reform-
ing. Molecular deciphering the reversibly dynamic evolution trajectory (fate) of full-spectrum aromatic
hydrocarbons and fulfilling the real-time quantitative carbon resource footprints advance the fundamen-
tal knowledge of deactivation and regeneration phenomena (decay and recovery motifs of autocatalysis)
and disclose the underlying mechanisms of especially the chemistry of coking and decoking in zeolite
catalysis. The positive yet divergent roles of water in these two processes are disentangled. These
unprecedented insights ultimately lead us to a steam regeneration strategy with valuable CO and H2

as main products, negligible CO2 emission in steam reforming and full catalyst activity recovery, which
further proves feasible in other important chemical processes, promising to be a sustainable and potent
approach that contributes to carbon-neutral chemical industry.
� 2022 Science Press and Dalian Institute of Chemical Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences. Published

by ELSEVIER B.V. and Science Press. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Catalyst deactivation, caused by carbonaceous deposits or
‘‘coke”, is ubiquitous in the field of heterogenous catalysis utilizing
zeolites and/or metal oxides, which forces regeneration or, in the
worst-scenario, replacement of coked catalysts, resulting in signif-
icant economic and resource losses in the chemical sector world-
wide [1]. Coke has commonly been removed by combustion in
air [2]. However, this leads to an increased consumption of fossil
resources and, in particular, massive carbon dioxide (CO2) emission
into the atmosphere, inducing the serious greenhouse effect and
climate issues that require addressing globally. Thus, the pursuit
of ecofriendly regeneration strategies in catalytic industry is
appealing and significant for sustainable chemistry and carbon
neutrality. On the other hand, coke containing significant energy
in the form of mixture of aromatics and polycyclic aromatic hydro-
carbons (PAHs), if utilized, would become potential carbon
reserved.
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resources for the production of platform compounds and fine
chemicals. Accordingly, to deploy rational design of the future-
generation industrial catalyst regeneration strategy mingling zero
CO2 emission with resource utilization of PAHs has currently
become a pressing concern for both academia and industry; sys-
tematic and complete mechanistic understanding of coking and
decoking chemistry is the prerequisite for alleviating coke forma-
tion and reducing CO2 emission.

In zeolite catalysis chemistry, though dwelling in a confined
space is a restricted privilege that nanoconfinement synergizing
with the shape-selective effect appreciably improves the selective
production of targeted products, it per se imprisons more massive
PAHs [3]. Such interaction leads to the molecular evolution of con-
fined PAHs and the formation of complex network of coke species,
complicating the chemistry of coking. One exemplar is the SAPO-
34 catalyzed methanol-to-olefins (MTO) reaction, which since the
first commercialization in 2010, has become a vital non-
petroleum route for light olefins production from alternative
resources including coal, natural gas, and also biomass and CO2

as starting feedstock [4,5]. One hallmark is that this heterogenous
catalytic process proceeds through the sophisticated hydrocarbon
pool (HCP) concept based on a distinctive shape selectivity princi-
ple with the selective production of gas-phase light olefins and the
formation of carbonaceous species confined inside the zeolite
nanospace in a cavity-controlled manner [3,6–8]. Despite not as
the main products, it is the mysterious carbonaceous species and
their ever-evolving dynamic inherency under the confinement that
endow the consequent organic–inorganic supramolecular co-
catalytic center-composed of themselves and the surrounding zeo-
lite microenvironments-with unique autocatalytic properties,
working as the real catalyst, accelerating methanol conversion
[7,9,10]. Concurrently, their continuous formation and evolution
are exacerbated, and eventually they terminate as inactive PAHs
[11,12], the plethora or excessive condensation of which would
hinder mass transfer [13], thereby causing SAPO-34 catalyst deac-
tivation (decay of autocatalysis) within hours. In this regard, the
dynamic evolution of confined hydrocarbons makes coking chem-
istry in zeolites more complicated. Therefore, to alleviate coking
and to regenerate deactivated catalysts through decoking, unam-
biguously fingerprinting the mechanistic pathways of evolution
from active HCP species (e.g., polymethylbenzene) to inactive PAHs
(e.g., pyrene and more condensed PAHs), disentangling the com-
plex evolution network composed of intertwined conversion
routes of the confined hydrocarbons (especially PAHs), thereof
establishing a comprehensive molecule-resolved interpretation of
the coking and decoking chemistry, and further achieving a holistic
understanding of the decay and recovery mechanisms of dynamic
autocatalytic behaviors under the zeolite confinement are necessi-
tated. Furthermore, the stories about the interplay of the zeolite
confined space, zeolite catalysis and C1 chemistry would bridge
the catalyst materials design and industrial process development.

Most insights have been yielded from the previously estab-
lished method [14] and spectroscopic studies, including infrared
[15,16], UV-Raman [17–20], ultraviolet-visible [11], and NMR
spectroscopy [21,22], some of which were operated under in situ
or operando modes, as well as from theoretical simulations
[23,24]. Although these studies have explored the mechanism of
the formation of initial CAC bond containing species [25–32],
build-up of HCP species and the evolution of HCP species towards
coke [33–35], studies that can truly discriminate between active
HCP species and deactivating PAHs and the focus on insoluble frac-
tion of coke, especially on their molecular evolution, are rather lim-
ited. Yet, these highly condensed PAHs, as the crucial end-product
of carbon resources, are the most critical issue of coking chemistry.
Molecular deciphering of their speciation and dynamic evolution
are the criteria for deactivation and prerequisites for new regener-
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ation strategy development. It is therefore vital to bridge the
knowledge gap regarding the formation of insoluble coke and
molecular routes of PAHs in zeolite confined space, so as to estab-
lish a complete framework for coking chemistry, especially in
industrial-relevant catalytic systems, involving industrial catalysts
and fluidized bed reactors [4].

Cofed water or steam-involved applications are prevalent in
chemical industry, yet in-depth studies investigating the mecha-
nistic roles of cofed water in mitigating coking and prolonging cat-
alyst lifetime so far remain elusive. Ruiz-Martıńez et al, by
combining advanced molecular dynamics simulations with
in situ microspectroscopy, revealed that the proton mobility lar-
gely influenced by water competitive adsorption at acid sites at
330 �C moderates the formation of HCP species, inducing a more
homogenous coke distribution and a more efficient use of the
SAPO-34 catalyst crystallite [36]. Even the long-term concern from
industry and academy, mechanistic fingerprints are still lacking on
how water retards aromatic extension and hinders the PAHs clus-
tering (insoluble coke formation) in industrial catalytic processes.
On the other hand, PAHs steam reforming over metal-supported
catalysts at high temperatures (over 700 �C) has received substan-
tial attention and is considered an efficient approach to removing
tar in biomass conversion [37], whereas research on steam reform-
ing of PAHs over zeolite materials is scant. A very recent study
reported the direct transformation of coke into naphthalene by
steam over SAPO-34 [38]. However, the underlying mechanism
and molecular evolution routes of water-induced PAHs decomposi-
tion remain unrevealed, and a complete interpretation of decoking
chemistry is far from being achieved.

Herein, we take the SAPO-34-catalyzed MTO reaction under
industrial-relevant condition as a model reaction. By exploiting
the state-of-the-art high-resolution MALDI FT-ICR mass spec-
troscopy, we unveil the missing fingerprints of the mechanistic
pathways for both formation and decomposition of the cross-
linked cage-passing PAH clusters in SAPO-34 confined space.
Molecular deciphering and fulfilling the full-spectrum MTO prod-
ucts molecular evolution trajectory leads us to a complete molec-
ular understanding of the chemistry of coking and decoking in
zeolite catalysis. By elucidating and leveraging the positive yet
divergent roles of water in alleviating coking and promoting coke
decomposition, we propose a steam regeneration strategy with
H2 and CO as main products and full recovery of catalyst reactivity,
enabling resource utilization of PAHs and zero CO2 emission in
coke steam reforming (Fig. 1), which is later proved feasible in
the important FCC process. This ecofriendly approach for industrial
catalyst regeneration would potentially contribute to carbon neu-
trality in the chemical sector globally.
2. Results and discussion

2.1. Full-spectrum evolution of MTO reaction products

Starting from methanol, MTO reaction produces gas-phase
hydrocarbons dominated by light olefins, and at the same time car-
bonaceous species deposited in zeolite confined space, together
constituting a full spectrum of MTO conversion. Macroscopically,
the formation of light olefins is regarded as the primary reaction
and other as side reactions. To fulfill the full-picture evolution
decoding, unequivocal molecular deciphering of ‘‘coke” is the
essential prerequisite. However, spatiotemporal inhomogeneity
of MTO reaction and coking along the catalyst bed caused by axial
and radial methanol concentration gradients and local overheating
[39,40] would significantly erode the accuracy of coke structure
identification and quantitative analysis. To bypass such inhomoge-
neous deactivation, when performing MTO reactions in this work



Fig. 1. A schematic compiling the molecule-resolved interpretation of full-spectrumMTO products evolution trajectory as well as the coking chemistry for MTO reaction over
SAPO-34 and decoking chemistry for steam regeneration. Cofed water mitigates domino-like MTO cascade reaction network and prolongs catalyst lifetime by retarding PAHs
extension and clustering while coked catalyst is regenerated by water under hydrothermal conditions via the steam-promoted PAHs decomposition into H2 and CO, instead of
CO2. The steam regeneration strategy proposed herein mingles resource utilization of PAHs and avoiding CO2 emission from combustion, contributing to a circular carbon
atom economy as well as carbon neutrality in the chemical sector.
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we employed the fluidized-bed reactor featuring superior mass
transfer and heat transfer efficiency. In addition, homogeneous
coke distribution at the particle scale is equally crucial. To this
end, we employed the shaped fluidized-bed MTO catalyst, in the
particle of which HSAPO-34 are dispersed in inert porous binders
(see physicochemical properties in Fig. S1).

As shown in Fig. S2, uniform MTO reaction and coking phenom-
ena appeared for water cofeeding MTO reaction over the MTO cat-
alysts at 475 �C and methanol weight hourly space velocity
(WHSV) of 1.5 h�1. The catalytic performance evaluated by effluent
products is presented in Fig. 2(a). A slight induction period-
unusual at such high reaction temperature-occurred in the initial
24.5 min of the reaction, implying that the incipient HCP species
build-up was suppressed by cofed water, insufficient to trigger
methanol fully converted. This is confirmed by the rather less
‘‘coke” signals detected after 3 min (Fig. 2b and c). Ethene and pro-
pene continued to grow as major effluent products with their
selectivity reaching the maximum at 153.5 min, and thereafter,
methane gradually dominated the effluents. Methanol started to
appear in the effluents after 153.5 min, followed by a rapid catalyst
deactivation, signifying the accessibility of acid sites at SAPO-34
micropore to methanol was severely hampered by ‘‘coke” deposi-
tion, unable to sustain full methanol conversion [41]. This was
well-supported by the specific micropore surface area and microp-
ore volume significantly dwindling by ca. 85% (Table S1) correlated
with an almost linear increase of coke content before 153.5 min
(Fig. 2e).

Prior to the identification of chemical nature of ‘‘coke” mole-
cules, we first clarify where coke accommodates. As shown in
Fig. S3, without dissolving the framework by hydrofluoric acid,
no remarkable coke MS peak signals were detected in the direct
test of spent catalysts using the state-of-the-art MALDI FT-ICR
MS. In stark contrast to the massive external surface coke signals
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identified by applying similar method on coked HZSM-5 [42] and
HBEA [43], this absence of coke signals precludes the possibility
of appreciable catalytically consequential extents of coking occur-
rence on the external surface of HSAPO-34 crystals or ‘‘coke”
migration from the micropore voids to crystal external surface or
porous binder. Of further note, the surprisingly high mesopore vol-
ume of catalyst (accounting for ca. 20% of the total pore volume,
mainly contributed by porous binder) remains virtually identical
with the proceeding of the reaction, further negating mesopority
formation under the impact of cofed water [44]. Besides, the neg-
ative correlation between the micropore volume and the ‘‘coke”
content before 196.5 min (Fig. S4) also implies the selective filling
of ‘‘coke” inside the micropore voids.

Next, we commence our experiments with the precise full-
picture ‘‘coke” molecular structure deciphering. As illustrated in
Fig. S6 and Table S2, speciation of coke deposits in SAPO-34 con-
fined space from methanol conversion is extremely complicated
compared to largely and highly-selectively produced ethene and
propene as the main among the effluents. The CCl4 soluble frac-
tions (termed as soluble ‘‘coke”, ranging from polymethylbenzenes
to pyrene) characterized by gas chromatograph-mass spectrome-
try (GC–MS) are denoted in order as Families A to D according to
the growing number of benzene ring structures in the polyaromat-
ics; whereas the residual heavier counterparts (insoluble coke) are
definitely identified as cross-linked cage-passing multicore PAHs
and are denoted in order as Families E to H according to the
increasing number of the proximal cages occupied, by using MALDI
FT-ICR MS coupled with isotope labeling technique (see Fig. S7 and
Table S3 for detailed identification procedure). This integrated
strategy was originally proposed in our previous study [12], and
these cage-passing PAHs were found with identical structural iden-
tities as the coke in the fixed-bed reaction (Fig. S6). As reaction pro-
ceeded, the proportion of soluble ‘‘coke” declined monotonously



Fig. 2. Catalytic performance of methanol conversion and full-spectrum products analyses. (a) Cofeeding water MTO performance elevated by gas-phase products over MTO
catalyst at 475 �C and WHSV of 1.5 gMeOH gcat�1 h�1. Time-evolving gas chromatograms of the CCl4 soluble fractions of the retained organics (soluble ‘‘coke”, b) and MALDI FT-
ICR mass spectra of the liberated carbonaceous deposits (insoluble coke, c) from the catalysts after MTO reaction for different durations. (d) Full-spectrumMTO products with
real-time carbon atom footprints distribution (CAFD) taking both gas-phase hydrocarbons and ‘‘coke” species confined in SAPO-34 nanospace into account simultaneously. (e)
Total coke content with time-on-stream (TOS) and weight percentage of soluble ‘‘coke” and insoluble coke. (f) Accumulative content of overall ‘‘coke families” with TOS. (g) A
schematic overview of the full-spectrum molecular evolution routes, featuring an increasing iterative DBE step length, spanning from gas-phase light olefins to flowing HCP
species (long chain olefins occluded) to soluble ‘‘coke” confined in individual cavities (ranging from Families A to D) and eventually to the more condensed insoluble cage-
passing PAHs (ranging from Families E to J). (h) The 3D plot of double bond equivalent (DBE) and C/H ratio of each ‘‘coke” family against carbon number (CN) increment.
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from 100% while the insoluble coke moieties continued to increase
and accounted for over 60% before complete deactivation (Fig. 2e).
These observations reveal that the extension and cross-linked clus-
tering of occluded HCP species are spontaneous and persistent. To
attain thorough insights of coking in zeolite confined space and its
chemistry, special attention must be paid to the missing finger-
prints of the critical mechanistic pathways for PAHs formation,
not merely qualitatively, but specially quantitatively.

Herein, a quantitative methodology was upgraded based on the
results from control experiments using model compounds as refer-
ence (Fig. S8). The valuable quantitative deconvolution of each
insoluble PAH species is hence acquired for the first time, whereby
more crucially, the complex full-spectrum ‘‘coke” family evolution
routes can be quantitatively tracked in real time. As plotted in
Fig. 2(f), after a rapid accumulation of phenyl- and naphthyl-
species (Families A and B) as HCP species in the initial 89 min of
the reaction, the formation of phenanthryl- and pyrenyl-species
(Families C and D) occurred at the expense of the decrease in
HCP species. These quantitative observations signify that the
propensity of organic intermediates towards coke precursors via
aromatic extension gradually trumped that to act as HCP species.
Concurrently, the transition of catalyst from the high-efficient
stage to a less active stage initiated. Thereafter, the rapid accumu-
lation of the more condensed cage-passing PAHs (Families E to H)
108
occurred in accompany with a sharp decrease in methanol conver-
sion at 175 min (Fig. 2a), revealing a direct correlation between
their speciation and the intensification of catalyst deactivation.
According to DFT-based configurational optimization, as shown
in Fig. S6, the archipelago-structured cage-passing multicore PAHs
present single-layer graphene-like architecture, mostly oriented
parallel to the 6-rings and traverse (occupy) the 8-ring windows,
the latter of which are the main location for Brønsted acid sites
and diffusion admittance for methanol [13]. We propose, therefore,
that deactivation of CHA zeolite materials occurs through local
cage blocking, not solely by extended polyenes [45], adamantane
[46,47] and pyrene [34] occluded in individual cages, but more sig-
nificantly, with their cross-linked coupling, being accelerated by
the cage-passing PAH clusters. This dynamic coke motif may
account for the steep inverse S-shaped conversion profile in CHA
materials at higher temperatures, in contrast to the relatively gen-
tle deactivation curves obtained at lower temperatures [12] or in
zeolite ZSM-5 [42,48–50], where PAHs cross-linking behaviors
are less pronounced.

In light that the complex ‘‘coke” families confined in the zeolite
nano-environment are generated from the transformation of the
light hydrocarbon products [6,7,10,51], further, based on the above
quantitative measurement of insoluble coke, we proposed a carbon
atom footprints distribution (CAFD) model, by tracing the carbon
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atom footprints from C1 methanol into each converted hydrocar-
bons in real time, to obtain a holistic quantitative understanding
of the dynamic evolution of full-spectrum MTO products, taking
the selected MTO reaction as a prototypical case (see Supporting
Information for details). As highlighted in Fig. 2(d), the expenditure
of small percentage (e.g., ca. 6% in this work) of feedstock methanol
carbon atoms per unit time to construct and maintain ‘‘coke”
deposits in SAPO-34 confined cavities is imperative for sustaining
a continuous high-efficient light olefins production, according to
HCP mechanism [7] as well as the enhanced light olefins shape-
selectivity by PAHs accumulation [52,53]. However, further exten-
sion and clustering of HCP species and the plethora of PAHs forma-
tion exacerbate MTO termination (Fig. S10 and Table S4). This
CAFD concept, encompassing and distinguishing between the main
MTO reaction (targeted light olefins production catalyzed by HCP
species) and coking process (evolution from HCP species to PAHs,
Fig. 2g), quantitatively portrays the entire cradle-to-grave full-
spectrum MTO products molecular evolutionary trajectory (fate,
Fig. 1), and helps revisit and clarify the role of the requisite carbon
footprints in each confined ‘‘coke” as reactive centers and/or local
diffusion modifiers (especially of the long-stand yet less recog-
nized end-product of carbon resources-cage-passing PAHs). More
significantly, it emphasizes the necessity of resource utilization
of PAHs, which is converted to CO2 in conventional air combustion
regeneration, to maximize the exploiting of carbon resources from,
but not limited to C1 platform molecules.

Subsequently, double-bond equivalent (DBE) and C/H ratio
were employed as descriptors to elucidate the molecular pathways
of PAHs evolution (Fig. 2h). The relatively continuous carbon num-
ber (CN), DBE, and the rapidly elevated C/H ratio from Families A to
D reveal that in-cage aromatic extension undergoes a complex
reaction network, encompassing aromatic electrophilic substitu-
tion (alkylation), polyenyl side chain intramolecular cyclization,
Diels-Alder reactions between aromatics and alkenes, intramolec-
ular rearrangement, hydride transfers, among others, in line with
a DBE step length (DDBE) of 3–4 (Table S2). These observations
corroborated the gradual transform in the role of organic interme-
diates, from H-sufficient active HCP species as cocatalysts into H-
deficient inactive coke precursors (PAH clusters) as deactivation
initiator that can be accommodated in only one CHA cavity. For
Families E to H, however, the carbon number and DBE distribution
become discrete with a DBE step length leaping to 10–13, corre-
sponding to phenanthrene (10) and pyrene (12), and the C/H ratio
converges to 2, rather than a linear increase with DBE. These trends
strongly suggest that the cage-passing PAHs speciation originates
exclusively from direct coupling between soluble ‘‘cokes” that have
been formed in adjacent cages; rather than from the cyclization of
long side chain of one in-cage aromatics extending into another
neighboring cavity, which often occurs when coking in the
channel-structure zeolites, such as HZSM-5 [42,49], HBEA [43]
and mordenite [54]. The complex evolution network of PAHs is,
thus, more clearly interpreted at molecular level, that ‘‘coke”
growth under the confinement of CHA architecture is initially
inclined to ring extension until the size of in-cage aromatics
evolves bulky enough (commonly pyrene, PAHs of the maximum
size that can be accommodated in an individual cha cage [12]) to
cater to the dimension and size of cha cavities, and then PAHs
cage-passing clustering process would relay to dominate the
‘‘coke” family evolution, as depicted in the illustrative molecular
routes outlined in Fig. 2(g). The unique PAHs self-coupling specia-
tion under the special confinement of the connected cavity envi-
ronments, and the quasi-quantized molecular evolution motif
quantified with its inherent increasing iterative DBE step length,
manifest the intriguing dynamic behavior of MTO and coking
chemistry, and further immensely enriched the understanding of
cavity-controlled molecular recognition concept and (product)
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shape-selective principle in zeolite catalyzed hydrocarbons
conversion.

2.2. Mechanistic pathways of cage-passing PAHs speciation

Having explicitly delineated the full-spectrum products molec-
ular evolution trajectory and systematically quantifying the deci-
sive roles of aromatic hydrocarbons, next we focus on the
missing mechanistic interpretation of the cage-passing PAHs for-
mation pathway. We anticipate that by using this knowledge, we
would achieve a bottom-up approach to mitigating coking and cat-
alyst deactivation.

In the magnified high-resolution MALDI FT-ICR mass spectrum
of carbonaceous extracts obtained from the catalysts after MTO
reaction for initial 24.5 min (Fig. 3a), apart from the mass signals
that have been ascertained as coke Family E, namely 339, 353,
367, and 381 Da, an array of new signals with 2 Da heavier than
the above main peaks were simultaneously captured. According
to the isotopic shifts obtained from delicate isotope labeling exper-
iments (Fig. S11), they were identified as naphthyl-
pyrenylmethane (NPM, 342 Da) and its homologues. It should be
noted that these weak signals rapidly decreased in intensity as
reaction proceeded, and their ratio to the main peaks diminished
to negligible extents at 46 min. Such transient feature, thus, per-
mits us to infer the short-lived NPM species likely to be a potent
intermediate in PAHs cage-passing clustering process.

Based on this experimental evidence, the following stepwise
clustering mechanism is proposed, taking coke Family E as an illus-
trative example (Scheme 1). The reaction sequence starts with the
methylnaphthalene activation through hydride transfers, where
some olefin products, such as propene or butene that are generated
at high-efficient reaction stage and are occluded in the catalyst as
the adsorbed MTO products at acid sites (isopropoxy or butoxy),
act as the hydride acceptor. Alkoxyl groups extract a hydride from
the methyl group of methylnaphthalene to form propane or butane
and a positively charged MN carbonium ion or MN-alkoxide; while
during the deactivation stage, methanol (methoxy) is potentially
the main hydride acceptor, as evidenced by up to 60% of methane
selectivity upon deactivation (Fig. 2a) and extremely high 13C
incorporation for methane in transient 12C-/13C-methanol switch
experiments (Fig. 3b and Fig. S12). These also provide possible ori-
gins of propane and butane at high-efficient stage and that of
methane as the main product upon deactivation. Recent studies
also showed that formaldehyde stemming from methanol hydro-
gen transfers or disproportionation accelerated coke formation
[55–57]. In a side pathway, thus, MN-alkoxide can also be formed
through the reaction of naphthalene and formaldehyde. This carbo-
nium ion then adds to pyrene in the neighboring cage to form NPM
(342 Da) with an extra proton at pyrene ring positions. Cross-link
process (Step 1) is fulfilled with back-donation of proton to SAPO-
34 framework. Thereafter, the formed NPM intermediate continues
to undergo another consecutive series of hydride transfer, coupling
and deprotonation reactions to complete 5-ring closure to form
coke Family E (Step 2, clustering). Of note is that the mass differ-
ence, 2 Da between coke Family E and NPM, indicates that the
PAHs precursor, NPM, goes through hydride transfers to realize
inter-cage ring-closure in clustering process.

Then, the question arises as to how these highly condensed
PAHs react. It is suggested that the excess chemical potential that
could raise the energy level of the ground state of the adsorbed
reactants and lessen free energy barrier is concentration-
dependent when the sum of the charges of all products remains
unvaried [58]. This allows us to surmise that the less mobility of
the bulky aromatics under the confinement conferred by cha cavity
reactors that induces the accumulation of retained bulky organics
also leads to an enhanced excess chemical potential, which could



Fig. 3. Capture of plausible intermediates formed during cage-passing PAHs speciation. (a) Magnified MALDI FT-ICR mass spectra of extracts obtained from the catalysts after
water cofeeding MTO reaction at 475 �C and WHSV of 1.5 h�1 for 24.5 and 46 min, focusing on the 320–400 Da range, coupled with the illustrative molecular structures of
cage-passing PAHs occupying two cages (Family E) and naphthyl-pyrenylmethane intermediates (NPM). Noteworthily, we stress that the illustrative molecular structures
collected in this study are certainly not absolute, and they were meant to highlight the concept of cage-passing growth of PAHs, which also holds true when describing PAHs
decomposition network (see below). (b) Total 13C content of effluent C1-C3 gas-phase products obtained by transient 12C-/13C-methanol switch experiments with 12C-methaol
feeding for 196.5 min followed by 30 s, 90 s and 150 s of 13C-methanol feeding, respectively.

Scheme 1. Schematic illustration of the proposed stepwise PAHs cross-linked clustering pathways. Cage-passing PAHs speciation in HSAPO-34 undergoes first cross-link
through methylene as molecular bridge between two aromatics inside adjacent cages (a) and sequentially PAHs clustering through 5-ring closure at inter-cage 8-ring
apertures (b), taking coke Family E as an illustrative example.
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further act as the driving force for the cage-passing PAHs formation
via above steps. Concurrently, by using atom probe tomography
(APT), the significant affinity between coke and Brønsted acid sites
was directly identified at atomic level [59]. On the other hand, the-
oretical evidence suggested that the stabilizing p-H interactions
can largely enhance aromatics occurrence probability at 8-rings
[60]. Besides, p-interaction-induced spatial proximities between
aromatics in the adjacent cages were also experimentally observed
[61]. Thus, the long residence time of PAHs since being formed and
confined in CHA cages may also augment the probability of this
cross-linked clustering process. On the other hand, the stabiliza-
tion of diaryl carbonium ions as well as their neutral counterparts
could be attained not only by the use of larger cavities where spa-
tial restrictions can be avoided, but specially by their fitting with
the zeolite local environment whose limited voids could intensify
host–guest interactions (mainly referring to dispersion and van
der Waals interactions), rather than repulsion [62–67]. Thus, with
the higher energy level of the ground state of confined PAH mole-
cules, the relatively stabilized carbonium ion (MN-alkoxide) would
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further reduce the activation energy of its own formation which
might be the rate determining step in the overall cage-passing
PAHs speciation scenarios. With all these cogent points in mind,
we argue that the speciation of cage-passing PAHs in CHA materi-
als with narrow pore opening through the stepwise hydride trans-
fer involved process via bulky diaryl intermediates (such as NPM)
is intuitively surprising but is plausible. In the confined environ-
ment, CHA zeolite surroundings guide cross-linking reactions of
the aromatics generated and confined in each cavity, forming
cage-passing PAHs traversing 8-ring apertures.

As shown in Fig. 2(c and e), the initial cage-passing PAHs con-
tent in methanol-water cofeeding reaction was much lower than
that under pure methanol as feedstock [12], while the soluble
‘‘coke” signals were comparable, triggering us to speculate that this
process for insoluble PAHs formation is more susceptible to water.
To ensure these observations not derived from water dilution
effect in methanol–water cofeeding reaction and to interrogate
the effect of in situ produced water, we carefully designed the
methanol-argon cofeeding experiments with consistent methanol
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partial pressure and WHSV. In cofed water MTO reaction, 25%
increase in coke content yet 40% increase in catalyst lifetime were
observed (Fig. S13) cohered with the previous report [36], suggest-
ing that certain amounts of water promote methanol conversion by
inducing a more efficient use of the SAPO-34 crystal. Coincident
with 12% and 40% increase in the formation rates of total coke
and cage-passing PAHs respectively, 20% increase in initial insol-
uble coke proportion and a noticeable shift of dominating PAHs
from coke Family F to heavier Family G were observed in argon
cofeeding mode (Fig. S14). These results indicate that the entire
domino cascade evolution network of confined hydrocarbons is
conspicuously depressed by cofed water (Fig. 1). Besides, the
remarkable disparities in cage-passing PAHs speciation reveal the
more pronounced inhibition of PAHs cross-linked clustering by
water than that of in-cage extension. Furthermore, in situ pro-
duced water proves not sufficient to compete to hinder cage-
passing PAHs formation. In summary, these findings not only rule
out the diluent effect of cofed water, but further yield new insights
into why water cofeeding strategy is effective in prolonging cata-
lyst lifetime. The prevailing water molecules that competitively
occupy acid sites retard HCP species formation as well as subse-
quent in-cage extension and will more effectively suppress the
spontaneous speciation of cage-passing PAH clusters by lessening
the probability of inter-cage molecular bridge formation. In other
words, water extends the working expectancy of active HCP spe-
cies. To restrict and to enrich the confined hydrocarbons into
HCP species range, according to our CAFD model (Fig. 2d), is bene-
ficial for achieving a high-efficient autocatalytic methanol conver-
sion. It should be noted in passing that the reduction in the size of
cage-passing PAHs might also ameliorate local mass transfer block-
age, which would further favor methanol diffusion at the single
crystal scale.

2.3. Water-promoted PAHs decomposition mechanism in CHA
materials and application in coked catalyst regeneration

As PAHs extension and clustering, as well as coking and catalyst
deactivation (autocatalysis decaying) prove spontaneous and
inevitable, decoding the molecular routes of the reverse process-
PAHs decomposition and seeking for a more effective regeneration
(autocatalysis recovering) strategy for coked catalysts are necessi-
tated and highly demanded. This, according to the current carbon–
neutral policy, is of even legal importance because coke is con-
verted into large amounts of CO2 in conventional air combustion
regeneration (Fig. 1).

Another striking array of phenomena observed in water cofeed-
ing MTO reaction suggested coke digestion under hydrothermal
condition. For the deactivated catalyst after MTO reaction for
196.5 min (heavily-coked catalyst over whichmethanol conversion
below 10%): (1) Continuous methanol–water cofeeding led to
slight decrease of coke content while micropore volume concur-
rently was recovered (Fig. 2e and Fig. S4); (2) In parallel with the
extinction of coke Families E to H, the two new groups of MS sig-
nals that germinated at 175 min dominated the insoluble coke
range (Fig. 2c and Fig. S9), which were identified as lighter cage-
passing PAHs analogues (occupying two and three cages, denoted
as coke Families I and J respectively, Fig. S6); (3) The trends in
the proportion of soluble and insoluble coke reversed (Fig. S10)
and coke combustion temperature decreased (the maximum tem-
perature of differential curves, TG,max, that can reflect the nature of
coke, i.e., the lower the TG,max the higher the H/C ratio of coke,
Fig. S15); (4) An exceptionally high CO selectivity (>5%) was also
detected (Fig. 2a) in water cofeeding reaction. With the knowledge
obtained above that the extension and clustering of PAHs are
inhibited by water, following this line of thought, we extrapolate
that PAHs, especially the more water-vulnerable cage-passing coke
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clusters, would become less stabilized under hydrothermal condi-
tion, and water-promoted low-temperature PAHs decomposition
would occur in the same CHA constrained environment as their
speciation.

To testify this hypothesis, we performed steam treatment-
experiments by switching methanol feedstock to water at
196.5 min of MTO reaction with water feeding rate maintained
consistent. As depicted in Figs. S16(d) and S17(d), a more pro-
nounced shift in cage-passing PAHs speciation was captured
within the initial 20 min of switching feedstock to water, accompa-
nied with a slight increase in Families B and D in the soluble ‘‘coke”
range. Synchronously, mass signals of hydroxyl-pyrene and its
homologous that emerged in coked catalyst after 239.5 min of
MTO reaction (Fig. S18) were intensified in the above steam treat-
ment experiments. These results confirm that water tangibly par-
ticipated in and accelerated the degrading of confined cage-
passing PAHs and permit us to surmise that in-cage naphthyl-
and pyrenyl-species as well as their oxygenated derivates are the
primary coke-degrading products. Note that all the preceding
observations were not detected in methanol-argon cofeeding reac-
tions (Fig. S13d) or when only feeding methanol [12], negating the
ability of in situ produced water molecules to provoke PAHs crack-
ing. In details, apart from the mass signals attributed to coke Fam-
ily E (339, 353, 367 and 381 Da) and NPM species (341 and
355 Da), two new solitary signals at 326 and 328 Da emerged at
196.5 min in water cofeeding reaction and increased in intensity
with steam treatment durations (Fig. 4a). Their molecular struc-
tures were tentatively identified as naphtho[1’,2’:3,4]cyclobuta[1,
2-a]pyrene (NCP) and naphthyl-pyrene (NP). The occurrence of
the latter as well as NPM signifies ring-opening processes of the
4-ring or 5-ring inter-cage local structures, while that of the former
implies re-condensation. These intermediates are the potential
precursors of naphthalene, pyrene and phenols. Additionally, a
slight but monotonous increase in micropore volume was also
observed with the decrease in coke content (Table S1), reaffirming
the release of the blocked micropore voids by coke partial decou-
pling to allow for diffusion admittance.

After noticing coke partial degrading under atmospheric
hydrothermal condition at 475 �C, we sought for more efficient
hydrothermal conditions to reach water-promoted complete PAHs
decomposition for catalyst regeneration. Further insights are
acquired by inspecting the high-temperature and high-pressure
profiles at 650 �C and water partial pressure of 2 MPa
(Figs. S16a–c and S17a–c). After the identical shift in insoluble coke
speciation and increase in naphthalene, signals of the dominating
coke Families B, I and J continued to decrease in intensity and
eventually vanished. These were well-supported by the significant
reduction in coke content and synchronous substantial recovery in
micropore volume (Fig. S19 and Table S5), as well as the continu-
ous drop in coke air combustion temperature (TG,max, Fig. S20).
Released gas during complete PAHs decomposition were mainly
composed of H2, CO and CH4, which can reach ca. 50, 40 and 7
vol%, respectively (Fig. S21 and Fig. 4e), signifying that coke scav-
enging occurred via a steam reforming-related mechanism. Nota-
ble is the absence of CO2 in the effluents, which is of particular
importance to the design of an ecofriendly future-generation cata-
lyst regeneration strategy with zero CO2 emissions in coke steam
reforming, whereas coke air combustion into CO2 is conventionally
employed for industrial catalyst regeneration. The presence of a
small fraction of exothermic methanation [68] (Fig. S22) might
lower the onset temperature (475 �C) of PAHs degrading/decompo-
sition in HSAPO-34 confined space.

Based on this experimental evidence, we sketched the following
stepwise water-promoted PAHs decomposition mechanism. Under
hydrothermal conditions, cage-passing multicore PAH clusters
formed inside SAPO-34 confined space are more prone to, if not



Fig. 4. Evolution of full-spectrum confined hydrocarbons during steam treatment and MTO performances over regenerated catalysts. (a) Magnified MALDI FT-ICR mass
spectra of extracts obtained from the catalyst after 175 and 196.5 min of water cofeeding MTO reaction at 475 �C, and that after steam treatment for 10 and 20 min of the
coked catalyst after water cofeeding MTO reaction for 196.5 min, coupled with the illustrative molecular structures of naphtho[10 ,20:3,4]cyclobuta[1,2-a]pyrene (NCP) and
naphthyl-pyrene (NP). (b) 3D plot of molecular evolution route of full-spectrum PAHs decomposition with double bond equivalent and carbon number as descriptors. (c, d)
Evolution of full-spectrum confined hydrocarbons in nitrogen and during steam treatment at 650 �C. (e) Gas composition during steam treatment at 650 �C under 2 MPa of the
semi-deactivated MTO catalyst sample (after water cofeeding MTO reaction for 175 min, with methanol conversion at ca. 50%). The reactivity (f) and light olefins selectivity
(g) of the fresh MTO catalyst and the semi-deactivated MTO catalyst after steam treatment at 650 �C for 3 h.
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exclusively, being degraded into smaller sized analogues and in-
cage structural units via local cracking of the inter-cage structures
at 8-rings before deep steam reforming into H2 and CO, as evi-
denced by the discrete DBE and CN in Fig. 4(b), rather than non-
regioselecitve PAHs steam reforming, if so, the DBE and CN should
appear continuous [37]. Taking Family E as an illustrative example,
we elaborated the elementary routes (Scheme 2). Reaction
sequence starts with water-induced selective CAC cleavage at
inter-cage local structures for ring-opening to produce NCP and
NP cracking intermediates, synchronously generating small frac-
tion of H2 and CO (Fig. 2a). In parallel, decomposition of these rel-
atively labile antiaromatic local structures at 8-rings can also be
provoked by in situ generated H2 to produce NPM intermediate
or to produce NP intermediate and CH4. The hydrogenation ability
of HSAPO-34 for PAHs has been demonstrated in the previous
study [69]. Subsequently, the above three intermediates continue
to undergo steam-degrading into in-cage aromatic structural units
(mainly naphthalene and pyrene) and their oxygenated derivates
through further cleavage of CAC molecular bridge bond
(Scheme 2b). These primary products are ultimately transformed
in large quantities into H2 and CO via deep steam reforming
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(coupled with small fraction of methanation), which needs to be
driven by higher temperatures and/or higher local steam pressure.
Of note is that the re-condensations of in situ produced pyrene
during high-temperature steam treatment would make the actual
PAHs decomposition process in SAPO-34 a complex and coopera-
tive cascade reaction network.

Thanks to the direct capture of the PAHs intermediates as well
as the mapped comprehensive mechanistic network, we, in large
part, achieved a full-spectrum molecular understanding of the
PAHs decomposition in small-pore CHA materials, evolving from
insoluble cross-linked cage-passing PAH clusters (Families E to J)
to isolated cavity-confined soluble ‘‘coke” (mainly Families B and
D), and eventually to H2 and CO (feed for methanol synthesis) as
illustrated in Fig. 1. This evolutionary trajectory per se provides
an intuitive manifestation that coking and decoking evolution pre-
sent opposite trajectories on specification in CHA confined space at
the molecule level. Furthermore, the molecular structure of the
aromatic intermediates and the molecular routes that are indepen-
dent of the reaction condition indicate that the water-promoted
PAHs decomposition is also cavity-controlled shape-selective pro-
cess [12]. For MTO reaction, the chemical nature of coke structural



Scheme 2. Schematic illustration of the proposed water-promoted PAHs decomposition (PAHs steam cracking) mechanism. (a) Full molecular picture of the cascade cage-
passing PAHs decomposition network in HSAPO-34 along the evolutionary trajectory. Blue arrows denote the local decomposition of inter-cage structures at 8-rings (cleavage
of inter-cage molecular bridge). Green arrows denote the possible re-condensation events. Orange arrows denote the deep steam reforming (main reaction) and methanation
of PAHs. The actual mechanistic details of the water-promoted coke decomposition network may be more complex than the catalytic portray illustrated here. (b, c) The
proposed reaction sequence for stepwise water-promoted decomposition of cross-linked cage-passing PAHs, taking coke Family E as an illustrative example.
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units is cavity-controlled; they spontaneously traverse the narrow
8-ring windows via the establishment of molecular bridges to real-
ize cross-linked clustering. During steam cracking, the cleavage of
the molecular bridge prevails. In virtue of the compelling self-
coupling and decoupling behaviors of PAHs guest, we explicitly
exemplify the shape-selectivity concept based on host–guest inter-
actions in HSAPO-34-catalyzed methanol conversion reactions and
deepen the molecular understanding of shape-selectivity catalysis
from the view of coking and decoking. We posit that such a holistic
elucidation of the important dynamic full-spectrum hydrocarbons
from active to inactive and restoration of active centers at the
molecule level would support and motivate the fascinating MTH
chemistry.

Next, the catalytic performances of the regenerated catalysts
after steaming were evaluated. As depicted in Fig. 4, MTO reactivity
of the semi-deactivated catalyst prominently recovered after
steam treatment at 650 �C and 2 MPa water partial pressure for
3 h, which rivaled that of the fresh catalyst. This is well-
supported by the complete coke scavenging from the full-
spectrum and the micropore volume being recovered to over 90%
of that of the pristine catalyst (Fig. S19 and Table S5). MTO perfor-
mances of the fully deactivated samples after steam treatment
under varying conditions are supplemented in Figs. S23 and S24.
For all deactivated samples, the MTO reactivity was recovered with
increasing steam treatment temperatures, steaming time and
steam partial pressures. During this procedure, ethene selectivity
gradually decreased at the initial stage while propene selectivity
increased, which strongly suggests that recovery of the diffusion
admittance of reactants and products is realized by PAHs steam
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cracking that occurs from the exterior to the interior of the catalyst
particle. Also, by the results from comparative experiments under
nitrogen (Fig. 4c and d), we ruled out the contribution of PAHs
pyrolysis at high temperature.

By exploiting the mechanistic understanding of PAHs steam
cracking, we finally arrived at a steam regeneration strategy for
the important HSAPO-34 catalyzed MTO reaction, as illustrated
in Fig. 1. A steam partial regeneration was recently reported by
us [38]. The present work provides a molecular interpretation of
the underlying mechanism. We discern the positive yet divergent
roles of water: under MTO reaction conditions, water selectively
quenches PAHs clustering against the formation of active HCP spe-
cies, enhancing the catalyst lifetime; under regeneration condi-
tions, water of a higher local concentration promotes the in situ
decomposition of the formed PAHs in a stepwise manner, realizing
a reversible evolution of the confined hydrocarbons as well as a
concomitant recovery of catalyst reactivity. Notable is that all these
trends present dynamic, conforming to the concept of autocatalysis
in MTH chemistry, further enabling the in situ self-regulation of
dynamic autocatalytic behavior as well as steam regeneration to
be highly expected. Of more practical significance, in contrast to
the carbon resources to count that have drained away in air com-
bustion regenerations, H2 and CO as the dominant products in this
steam regeneration strategy further supplies the methanol synthe-
sis industry [4], largely facilitating a circular carbon atom economy
[70]. Of further note, CO2 emission during coke (PAHs) scavenging
is successfully avoided in this steam regeneration approach. This
also provides a feasible and environment-benign strategy for the
valorization and functionalization of coke that contains significant



Fig. 5. PAHs steam cracking strategy implemented on the regeneration of the spent FCC catalyst. (a) MALDI FT-ICR mass spectra for extracted riganics obtained from the spent
FCC catalysts and the samples after steam treatment at 650 �C under 2 MPa water partial pressure for 1 and 3 h as well as the deduced possible molecular structure of
confined PAHs. The indicated molecular structures are representative examples of possible structures. (b) Isopropyl benzene (IPB) cracking performances at 300 �C andWHSV
of 0.56 gIPB gcat�1 h�1 over the spent FCC catalyst after calcined in air flow at 550 �C for 4 h (sample 4), the spent FCC catalysts after steam treatment at 650 �C and 2 MPa water
partial pressure for 1 h (sample 2) and 3 h (sample 3) and the spent FCC catalyst (sample 1), respectively.
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amounts of energy and carbon resource in the form of mixture of
aromatics and PAHs, a form of carbon resource that is prevalent
in all hydrocarbon conversions.

To investigate the generality of this strategy, we applied it to
the regeneration of the spent fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) catalyst
with coke content of 1.2 wt% (Fig. S26), which consists of the ultra-
stable zeolite Y (FAU), a small proportion of zeolite ZSM-5, matrix
and binder (see physicochemical properties in Fig. S25 and
Table S6). The molecular evolution of the CCl4-extracted soluble
coke during steam treatment were analyzed by GC–MS (Fig. S27),
whereas the molecular structures of the insoluble coke with molar
weight larger than 150 Da was determined based on the masses of
the maximum peaks in MALDI FT-ICR mass spectra as well as the
specific FAU topology (11.2 Å� 11.2 Å�11.2 Å supercages and 7.
4 Å�7.4 Å pore apertures) and were shown in Fig. 5(a). For the
spent FCC catalyst, the deduced coke molecules are found in com-
plex structures with pyrene, 6H-benzo[cd]pyrene and coronene as
coking units and 5-rings as molecular bridges, well-aligned with
the more diffuse and crowded electron densities (high static disor-
der) mapped in the narrow space between adjoining supercages
[71]. The predicted coking units are consistent with the GC-MS
analysis of the extracts after dissolution-extraction experiments
(Fig. S27). Other broad distributed MS signals are assigned to the
coke formed in the mesopore voids of FCC catalyst particles. As
steam treatment proceeded, the signals of the insoluble coke
decreased in intensity and shifted towards smaller masses with
structural units being dominated by pyrene. H2 and CO as the main
products were synchronously detected in the effluents (Fig. S28).
Taking isopropyl benzene (IPB) cracking as a benchmark reaction,
we found that the IPB conversion gradually recovered with the
increase of steam treatment time, as shown in Fig. 5(b), and the
catalytic performance of the regenerated sample after steam treat-
ment at 2 MPa water partial pressure for 3 h drew level with that of
the catalyst after air regeneration when coke species were com-
pletely scavenged. These results were well-supported by the sub-
stantially recovery in both micropore and mesopore volume
(Table S6). It should be noted in passing that 27Al MAS NMR spectra
of the spent FCC catalysts before and after steam regenerations
remained almost identical, as shown in Fig. S29, indicative of no
noticeable occurrence of zeolite dealumination during steam treat-
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ment (an irreversible loss of acidic sites would occur otherwise
[72]). As noted, the marked applicability of the steam regeneration
strategy in both FCC and MTO processes, the former of which is the
main chemical process in oil refining for production of gasoline and
propylene [72], would tangibly curb carbon emissions per unit of
output in the hard-to-abate chemical industrial sectors. Further,
the produced H2 by coke valorization would supply the burgeoning
CO2 hydrogenation process [73–77].
3. Conclusions

By exploiting the state-of-the-art MALDI FT-ICR MS, this work
unambiguously unveils the long-pursued missing fingerprints on
the mechanistic pathways for the formation and water-promoted
decomposition of the cross-linked cage-passing PAHs in the indus-
trially important HSAPO-34 catalyzed methanol conversion reac-
tion, whereby the molecule-level deciphering of the symmetrical
and reversible evolution trajectory of full-spectrum hydrocarbons
is fulfilled, and the real-time carbon resource footprints distribu-
tion for all the MTO products including PAH family is quantita-
tively tracked. Cage-passing PAHs speciation originates
exclusively from the direct coupling of soluble ‘‘cokes” formed
and confined in adjacent cages, while its decomposition into in-
cage HCP species initiates with the selective cracking of inter-
cage local structures. Based on the molecule-resolved mechanistic
understanding of coking and decoking chemistry in zeolite cataly-
sis obtained in this work, we advance the classic deactivation
mechanism by proposing that deactivation of CHAmaterials occurs
through local cage blocking, triggered by long-chain polyene and
in-cage aromatic units, and with their spontaneous cross-linked
coupling, accelerated by the cage-passing PAH clusters. The
dynamic deactivation motif is the macroscopical manifestation of
the molecular evolution of full-spectrum hydrocarbons (PAHs) in
a dynamic and autocatalytic manner in the confined space, which
embodies the fascinating shape-selectivity catalysis concept based
on host–guest interactions in MTH chemistry. By elucidating and
leveraging the positive yet divergent outcomes of water that cofed
water selectively quenches PAHs clustering against the formation
of active HCP species under reaction conditions, while water of a
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higher local concentration facilitates the catalyst regeneration by
in situ decomposition of the formed PAHs, the rapid CHA catalyst
deactivation is retarded and MTO reactivity is restored. We, finally,
arrive at a steam regeneration strategy with valuable H2 and CO as
dominant products, mingling resource utilization of PAHs and
avoiding CO2 emission from combustion. The generality validated
in other important hydrocarbon conversions, such as FCC process,
promises it a potent and sustainable regeneration approach that
will potentially contribute to carbon neutrality in the chemical
sector.

This work, as a paradigm, is dedicated to feeding back and con-
tributing to the development of important chemical processes
involving coking deactivation and regeneration from the bottom
up by our fundamental understanding of coking and decoking
chemistry to achieve new technological developments and break-
throughs in low-carbon catalytic processes.

Experimental section

Experimental details can be found in the Supporting
Information.
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